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Abstract

In this paper we consider nearest neighbors models where the spin takes values in the set
= and is assigned to the vertices of the Cayley tree Irk. A configuration on

rk is then defined as a function x E rk _ E D; the set of all configurations coincides with
= )rk The Hamiltonian is of an A-model form 

HA a) A (a (x), a (y); J),
<xy>

where J R' is a coupling constant and the sum is taken over all pairs of neighboring vertices
< x, y > a Q. Here A: x 4 x R' 4 R is some given function. We find a condition for the
function A to determine a type of von Neumann algebra generated by the GNS - construction
associated with the unordered phase of the A - model.
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1 Introduction

The type analysis of quasi-free factors (i.e. factors generated by quasifree representations) has

been an interesting problem since the appearance of the pioneering work of Araki and Wyss 1].

In the case CAR-algebra, the rough classification into type I,,., II,, II,,,, and III was obtained

in the 60's by several authors (e.g. see, 231). In 4 the classification of type III quasi-free

factors in terms of spectral properties of positive operators parameterizing quasi-free states was

described. It is known (e.g. see 4],[5]) that every quasi-free state can be regarded as the product

state on A = >jM2(C). Product states were firstly considered by Powers in 6], and he proved

that factors generated by GNS - representations associated by the product states had type III),,

A E (0, 1). More general constructions of product states were considered in 7.

We note that the product states can be viewed as the Gibbs states of Hamiltonian system

in which interactions between particles of the system are absent, i.e. the system is a free lattice

quantum spin system. So it is interesting to consider quantum lattice systems with non-trivial

interactions. A simple example of such system is the Ising model, which has been studied in many

papers (e.g. see [8]). In 9 for the Ising model on a Cayley tree types of factors corresponding

to translation - invariant Gibbs states were found. It is known [10] that the Ising model is a

particular case of the Potts model. In [11] for a class of non-homogeneous Potts model it was

proved that a von Neumann algebra associated with a unordered phase of this model is a factor

of type III,. In 121 the notion of A-model is introduced on a Cayley tree, which includes the

Ising and Potts models as particular cases. But in that model spin variables take only values

±1. In the present paper we consider the generalization of A-model, in which spin variables take

thier values in the set = IM, ---, 7q}, whereqk E Rq-1, k = 1 2..., q}. We determine a type

of von Neumann algebra associated with the unordered phase of the considered model.

The paper organized as follows.

In section 2 we give some preliminary definitions of the A-model on Cayley tree and corre-

sponding Gibbs measures. Also we recall some definitions from von Neumann algebras theory.

In section 3 we construct Gibbs measures corresponding to the A model and give definition

of the unordered phase of the considered model.

In section 4 we determine a diagonal state associated with the unordered phase of the A-model

and prove our main result theorem 43.

In section we demonstrate the applications of the main result to the Potts and SOS models.

2 Definitions and preliminary results

The Cayley tree (or Bethe lattice) r k (see [10]) of order k > is an infinite tree, i.e., a graph

without cycles, from each vertex of which exactly k I edges issue. Let rk = (V, A, i) , where V
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is the set of vertices of 1,k A is the set of edges of Ik and i is the incidence function associating

each edge E A with its endpoints x, y E V If i (1 = f x, yj, then x and y are called neighboring

vertices, and we write I = < x, y > The distance d(x, y), x, y E V on the Cayley tree defined by

the formula

d(x, y = minfdl3x = XO, XI, ---, Xd-li Xd = y E V such that

the pairs < XO, X > < Xd- 1, Xd > are neighboring vertices

We set

Wn = x E Vd(x, xo = n,

Vn = Un =W,_M = x E VI d(x, xo) n},

Ln = l =< xy >E Llxy E VnJ,

for an arbitrary point xo E V. Denote IxI = d(x, xo), x E V.

A collection of the pairs < x, I > - < Xd- 1, Y > is called path from the point x to the

point y. We write x < y if the path from xo to y goes through . Call vertex y a direct successor

of x if y > x and x, y are nearest neighbors. Denote by S(x) the set of direct successors, i.e.

S(x = ly E W,+l : d(x, y = 1 x E Wn,

Observe that any vertex x 54 xo has k direct successors and x has k + 1.

Proposition 21. 13] There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set V of vertices

of the Cayley tree of order k > and the group Gk+I of the free products of k + 1 cyclic groups

of the second order with generators a,, a2, ... , ak+I 

Let us define a group structure on the group Gk+j as follows. Vertices which correspond to

the "words" g, h E Gk+j axe called nearest neiboighors and are connected by an edge if either

g = hai or h = gaj for some i or '. The graph thus defined is a Cayley tree of order k.

Consider a left (resp. right) transformation shift on Gk+j defined as: for go E Gk+1 we put

Tgh = goh (resp. Tgoh = hgo,) Vh E Gk+].-

It is easy to see that the set of all left (resp. right) shifts on Gk+1 is isomorphic to the group

Gk+l-

q-1Let 4� 'ql, 72,..-, 7q , where 1, 72, 77q are vectors in R such that

7107j 1, 1if i=j (2.1)

_i=11 if 03

We consider models where the spin takes values in the set 4) 771, 772, 77q I and is assigned

to the vertices of the tree. A configuration on V is then defined as a function x E V Ux) E

-(D; the set of all configurations coincides with = k . The Hamiltonian is of an A-model form

H, (a) E A (a (x), o (y); J), (2.2)
<XY>
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where J E R' is a coupling constant and the sum is taken over all pairs of neighboring vertices

< x, y > a E Q. Here and below A 4 x D x R' --+ R is some given function. From a physical

point of view the interactions between particles do not depend from their places, therefore in

the sequel we will assume that a function A is symmetric, i.e. A u, v; J = A v, u; J) for all
q-1uvER

We note that A-model of this type can be considered as a generalization of the Ising model.

The Ising model corresponds to the case q = 2 and A x, y; J = - Jxy, x, y, J E R.

We consider a standart a-algebra F of subsets of Q generated by cylinder subsets, a prob-

ability measures are considered on A probability measure It is called a a Gibbs measure

(with Hamiltonian HA if is satisfies the DLR equation: Vn = 2... and E IDVn:

A lo, E Q: L71vn = On} A (dw) Vn (On)
= lWnl�

where VVn is the conditional probability
"'lWn+l

Vn (Orn = Z-'(wlw�+�)exp(-OH(O'nllwlWn,�))-
1"�IWn+l

where 6 > Here snlvn and wlwn+, denote the restriction of oW E Q to Vn and W1

respectively. Next, n : x E Vn - o(x) is a configuration in Vn and H(ornllwjwn+�) is defined

as the sum H(Orn) + U(O'nwlwn+,) where

H(o,. = A(UnGT), On M; J),
<XY>EL�

U(0`nWIW,+ = E A (Orn W, W M; J -
<XY>:XEV.,YEW�+i

Finally, Zwlwn+,) stands for the partition function in V, with the boundary condition wlw,+,:

Z(wlwn+� = 1: exp(-OH(15nIIWIW,+�)-
&�E4'v-

Since we consider nearest neighbor interaction, the Gibbs measures of the A-model possess
a Markov property: given a configuration Wn on Wn, random configurations in V_1 and in
V \ +1 are conditionally independent. It is known (see[14]) that for any sequence W E Q,

Vn Vnany limiting point of measures Vn)lWn+l is a Gibbs measure. Here V-W(n)lWn+l is a measure on
Q such that Vn > n:

V� IV if a.,IVn,\ = (n)IV"'\V
Vn )1W (on, n

VW(n)JW lo, E olv,, = ,,,,l n+1
n+1 0, otherwise.

We now recall some facts from von Neumann algebra theory. Let B(H) be an algebra of
all bounded lineax operators on a Hilbert space H over the field of complex numbers C) A
weak (operator) closed *-subalgebra Ar in B(H) is called von Neumann algebra if it contains
the identity operator 1. By Proj(AO it is denoted the set of all projections in V. A von
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Neumann algebra is a factor if its center Z(AO(= Ix E ' xy = yx, Vy E Arj) is trivial, i.e.,

Z(Ar = A I A C}. The von Neumann algebras split into the classes I (I, n < o,

(II,, II,,,) and III.

An element x E is called positive if there is an element y E such that x = y*y A

linear functional on M is called a state if w(x*x > for all x G Af and Wj = 1. A state 

is said to be normal if w(supx,, = supw(x,,) for any bounded increasing net j of positive

elements of X. A state is called trace (resp. faithfuo if the condition w(xy = w(yx) holds for

all x, y E.1V (resp. if the equality w(x*x = implies x = ).

Let be a factor, be an faithful normal state on and a' be the modular group

associated with (see Definition 25.15 in [15]). We let Fa') denote the Connes spectrum of

the modular group or' (see Definition 22.1 in 16]).

Definition[16]. The factor M is of type

(i) III1, if 17(or') =R;

(ii) III,\, if 1(or') In log A, n E Z}, A E (0, 1);

(iii) IIIO, if r,(U,) 101.

(See, e.g. 15],[171 for details of von Neumann algebras and the odular theory of operator

algebras.)

3 Construction of Gibbs states for the A-model

In this section we give a construction of a special class of limiting Gibbs measures for the A-model

on the Cayley tree.

Let h : x - hx = hj,,�jh2,xi ... 7 hq- 1,x) E Rq- 1 be a real vector-valued function of x V.

Given n = 17 2 ... consider the probability measure m(') on -(Dvn defined by

P (n) (Orn = Zn- 1 exp OH (a.) hx o (x) , (3.1)
xEWn

Here, as before, Orn : x E Vn - On(x) and Zn is the corresponding partition function:

Z = 1: exp I OH (&n) + 1: h, & (x) .
&nEQvn XEWn

The consistency condition for n) (on), n > are

(n) (On - 1, ,(n) = (n-1) (On-1), (3.2)

where 0,(n) o (x), x E Wn}

Let V, C V2 C ... U` I = V and Al, P2,... be a sequence of probability measures on

4)V1, 41,V2,... satisfying the consistency condition 3.2). Then according to the Kohnogorov the-

orem (see, for example [18]) there is a unique limit Gibbs measure h on such that for every

n = 2... and Un E Dn the equality holds

A (10`1Y. = CO) = (n) (Orn) (3.3)
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Further we set the basis in Rq-1 to be 771,M, ... 7q-1 -

The following statement describes conditions on h guaranteeing the consistency condition

of measures p (n) (O'n) 

Theorern 31. The measuresp (n) (o-,,), n = 2 ... satisfy the consistency condition 3-2 if

and only if for any x E V the following equation holds:

h = E F(hi (3.3*)X Y
YESW

here, and below h stends for the vector S--h., and F : Rq-1 -+ Rq-1 function is F(h A)X q-1
(F (h; A), Fq I h; A)), with

E�_' expj-O,\(,qj,,qj; J)} exp hj + expj-OA(,qj, 77q; J)}
Fi hi, h2, ... , hq- 1; k = log 1 (3.5)

,=, expf -OA 97q, qj; Jj exp, hj + expi -AA O'q, 71q; J)

i 1 2 ... , q - 1 h = (hi, ... , hq- 1) 

Proof. Necessity. According to the consistency condition 3.2) we have

Zn-1 E expl-0 A (o (x),7 (y -J) + E hx a (x)
Zn 0-(n) XEWn-i yES(x) xEWn

expf 1: hxo-(x)j, (3-5)

-TEWn-i

here we have used 3.1). Rom the last equality 3.5) we find

H E,(.) expf -OA(71i, o(y); J) + hya(y)l = exp I h. q - Oq) i = 1, q - 1. (3.6)

YESIx) E,(.) expf -OA(77q, 0(Y); J) + hyo,(y)j

Now set 77 = O' (Y = M, --.,'qq- 1 it then follows from 3.6) that

exp I -,B,\ (77i, 77j; J) I exp I --I- hjy} + exp 1 -,3,\ ?7i,,qq; J)

3=1 q-1
expf hi,. 1, 37)Fq-1

_j=l expj-,81\(77q, 77j; J)} expj--9--hjyj + expj-01\(77qqq; Jj q -YES(.,,) q-1

where i = 1, q - 1. Here we have used the equality 2.1). Denoting h', = q hi,,, from the lasti q-1

equation we get the required equation 3.4).

Suf f iciency. From 37) we get 36), 35) and hence we obtain 32). The proof is

complete.

Denote

'D = h = (h., E Rq-1 : x C- V) : h., F (hy, \), Vx E V

YESW

According to theorem 31 for any h = h, x E V) E there exists a unique Gibbs measure

Ph which satisfies the equality 3.3).

If the vector-valued function ho = (h.,, = 0,..., 0), x E V) is a solution, e. h' E D then the

corresponding Gibbs measure p() is called the unordered phase of the -model. Since we deal0

with this unoredered phase, we have to make an assumption which guarantees us the existece

of the unordered phase.
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Assumption A. For the considered model the vector-valued function ho = h� = 0, 0,.. I )

x E V belongs to D.

This means that the equation 3.3*) has solution hx = ho = 0, x E V.

According to proposition 21 any transformation of the group Gk+j induces an automor-

phism on V. By 9k+1 we denote the left group of shifts of Gk+l. Any T E 9k+1 induces a

shift automorphism t: Q -� by

(To,)(h = o-(Th), h E Gk+l, o E Q.

It is easy to see that A) 0 /L(A) for every E 9k+1. As mentioned above the measure0 0

P(A) has a Markov property (see, [19]). This measure I.L(A) enables a mixing property, (see 191)0 0
i.e. for any A, B E the following holds

lim A") t (A) n B) (A)p(') (B). (3.8)1gl-+oo 0 0 0

4 Diagonal states and corresponding von Neumann algebras

Consider C*-algebra A = Ork M (C), where M (C) is the algebra of qxq matrices over the field C

of complex numbers. By eij, i, j E 1 2..., q the basis matrices of the algebra Mq(C) is denoted.

We let CMq(C) denote the commutative subalgebra of Mq(C) generated by the elements eii

i = f 1 2..., q. We put CA = ork CMq(C). Elements of commutative algebra CA are functions

on the space = I e 1 1, ... , eqq jrk . Given a measure on the measurable space (Q, B), where 

is the o-algebra generated by cylindrical subsets of Q. We construct a state w,, on A as follows.

We set w (x = if the tensor monomial x of the basis matrices eij, i, j E I 1 2 ... , q} contains

at least one partial isometry. If x E CA, we set ,(x) f xdp. The state thus obtained was
D

introduced in 20] and was said to be diagonal. In other words, if P A CA is a conditional

expectation, then the state A can be defined by w,(x = L(P(x)), x E A, here p(P(x)) means

an integral of a function P(x) under measure p, i.e. M(P(x) = fn P(x)(s)dp(s) (see 211).

(A) (A)
By wo we denote the diagonal state generated by the unordered phase AO . On finite

dimensional C*-subalgebra Av = OvMq(C) A we rewrite the state w (A) as follows0

(A)(X = tr(eH(V.)X)
Wo V x E Av,,, (4.1)

tr(eH( ") I

where tr is a trace on A.. The term A(o,(x)o-(y); J) in 3.2) we represent as a diagonal element

of Mq(C) Mq(C) in the standard basis as follows

BM 0 0
0 B (2) 0 0

A , W a M; J) (4.2)

0 0 B(q)
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here B (k) = (bijk) = k = -,q is xq matrices, andZ'j

bijk P(77kW A j, q (4.3)
0, 0j

Consequently, using 4.1) and from 4.2),(4.3) (cp. 14], Ch.1, §1) the form of Hamiltonian

ft(V,,) in the standard basis of Av. (i.e. under the basis matrices) is regarded as

AM 0 - 0
0 A (2) 0 0

fi(v") -(DM'Y1 Pxly
<xY>EL.

0 0 A(q)

where A(k) = 109Pijk)q'3'=J) k = , q is xq matrices, here the matrices (Pijk) are defined by

=-1 expf bijkI, i = 1, q
Pijk 0j (4.4)

where = Eq expjbjj
%= k , here the sum does not depend on k, since the function A is symmetric.

Denote M 7r,,(,\) (A)", where 7r is the GNS - representation associated with the state
Wo

W('\) (see Definition 23.18 in [15]). Our goal in this section is to determine a type of M.0
Remark. In 21] general properties of a representation asociated with diagonal state were

studied, but there the concrete constructions of states were not considered. In 4 a deep clas-

sification of types of factors generated by quasi-free states has been obtained. For translation-

invariant Markov states the corresponding type analysis has been made in 22].

Now we define translations of the C*-algebra A. Every T E 9k+1 induces a translation

automorphism -rT A 4 A defined by

,rT( ax) aT(x)-

XEV, XEV,

Since measure 12) satisfies a mixing property (see 38)), then we can easily obtain that0
W(A) also satisfies the mixing property under the translations f TTjTE9,,j, i.e. for all a, b E A0

the equality holds

(A)lim w6 (T9(a)b) =,WO"')(a)p(-)(b).
lgl-- 0

According to theorem 26.10 in [15]) the algebra.A4 is a factor. We note that the modular group

of M associated with w(A) is defined by0

W (,\) - -
at (X = lim expjitH(A)jxexpj-itH(A)}, x E M. (4.5)

A-�rk

where H(A) 4xy. In order for the last limit to exist we have to show that a norm of
<xy>CA

potential H is finite (see theorem 62.4.[23]). First of all we recall the definition of norm of a

8



potential = EXCrk T(X) as follows:

IITIId E ed,(SUP Ij X) II),
n>O TErk xEXIXI=n+l

where d > . Here qf(X) E Ax OxM2(C).

Now we compute 011d:

IIfIIId e 2d(SUP
XErk XEXX=fuv}

ke 2d sup 114'u,'11
luv}EL

ke 2d max I 109 Pijk I < 0
ijk

Hence the norm of ft is finite, therefore the limit in 4.5) exists.
By M' one denotes the centralizer of A),

0 which is defined as

(A)
M' x E M : ow' (x = x, for all t E RI.t

Since wA) is Gibbs state then according to proposition 53.28 23] the centralizer M' coincides0

with the set

M Ix E M : w (yx), for all y E M}. (4.6)WO o (xy = Wo

By II[n] we denote the group of all permutations -y of the set such that

-y (x = x, Vx E W,.

Every -y E H[n] defines an automorphism a: M -+ M by

a-r(jj' a.) = r' ax)xE XE n (4.7)

af I&jzv, Mq(C)= id,

where id- is the identity mapping.

Denote

So = Ufa-yly E I[n]j-

Simply repeating the proof of proposition in 24] we may prove the following

Proposition 41. The group

(A)
Go a E So I wo (a (x) = wo (x), Vx E M

acts ergodically on M, i.e. the equality a(x = x, Va E Go implies x 01, 0 E C.

Proposition 42. The centralizer A' is a factor of type III.

Proof. From definition of automorphism ay (see 4.7)) it is easy to see that every automor-

phism a E Go is inner, i.e. there exists a unitary u M such that aX = u,,xu*,x C M.Ck

From the condition wA a = wA) we find0 0

w(A)(uxu* = w(A)O(x), Vx E M.

O Ce
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It follows from 4.6) that u, E M (IN). According to proposition 41 the group Go acts ergodically,
WO

this means that the equality ux = xu,, for every a E Go implies x = 01,0 E C. Hence we

obtain u,,la E Gol = C1. Since M C al I we then get

MI n M = C1.

In particular MI n MI = C1. This means that M' is a factor.

Now we axe able to prove the main result of the paper.
A (,qi, i7j; J - A J)

Theorem 43. If the fraction is rational for every i, j, m, 1, k, p, u, v 
A (77k, 77p; J) A (77. "q", J)

1 2..., q, here we imply = then a von Neumann algebra M corresponding to the unordered0
phase of A-model 2.2) on a Cayley tree is a factor of type Iffq, otherwise M is a factor of type

III, 

Proof. It is known (see Proposition 22.2 in 161) that Connes' spectrum 1'(a) of group of

automorphisms a = a9}9EG of von Neumann algebra M has the following form

17(a = nf Sp(a' le E Proj(Z(M')), e 0, (4.8)

where ae(x = a(exe),x E eMe and Z(M') is the center of subalgebra

M = x E M : ag(x = x, g E G1.

Here Sp(a) be the Arveson's spectrum of group of automorphisms a (see for more details

[16],[17]).
Gx)

By virtue of proposition 42 we have Z(M' = C1. The equality 4.8) implies 17(o,"O
(X)

Sp(o,"O

We now consider the operator fI(V,,) We let Sp(fI(V,,)) denote the spec-
<xy>EL�

trum of the operator H(V,,). Setting

W(-\) - -
ort0 n ) =expfitH(Vn)}xexpj-itH(V,,)j, xEM,

we obtain

Sp(Or'O(A),n) = Sp(fI(Vn) - Sp(-fI(V.) = A jL: Ap E Sp(ft(Vn))}. (4.9)

(-\),n is
It is clear that lgPiik E Sp(fl(V,)), Vi, k C -,q. Formula 4.9) then implies that Sp(Or'O

generated by elements of the form

log i, j, k I E T-,q.
pjjl

It is easy to see that

Piik
= expfbiik - bjjkI. (4.10)

pjjt
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A(77j,77j;J)-A(?7M,771;J) Since -A(n. is a rational number, then there is a number q E (0, 1) and integersA(nknp;J) ,77�;J)

Mijkl E Zj (ij j, k, 1 E 1 2..., q) such that

Piik _ Mij*1
q

Pjji

Hence we find that for some positive integer m the equality Sp(H(A)) n log q m is

valid. It follows that
WG\)

SAU 0 In log qlnEZ'

Hence we get
(A)

r(eo Inlogq},,,Z.

(A)
This means that M is a factor of type IIIq, Otherwise rawo R, this implies that M is a

factor of type III,. The theorem is proved.

5 Applications and examples

5.1 Potts model

We consider the Potts model on the Cayley tree r kwhose Hamiltonian is regarded as

H(o) :== - 1: J60,(x)0,(Y I
<X'Y>

where J - R is a coupling constant, as usual < x, y > stands for the nearest neighbor vertices

and as before o(x) E D = fh,'q2, Here is the Kronecker symbol.

Equality 2.1) implies that

q I 0'(x)0'(Y) + I

q q -

for all x, y E V. The Hamiltonian H (a) is therefore

H (a) E J'a (x) a (y), (5-1)
<xY>EL

where J, = q J.

q
Hence the A-model is a generalization of the Potts model, namely in this case a function

A: 4) x �D x R -+ R defined by

A (X, Y; Y) J' (X, Y),

here x, y E Rq- 1 and (x, y) stands for scalar product in Rq- 1. From 2.1) it is easy to see that

A(?7i,,qj; J) J, if =j (5.2)

J if i:A jq-1 I

From 5-2) and 3.3*) we can check that the assumption A (see section 3 is valid for the

Potts model. So there is a unordered phase.



A (qi,,qj; X - A X)
From 5.2) we can find that the fraction A (77k, 77p; Y - A 7. 7,; J),takes values ±1 and .

So by theorem 43 a von Neumann algebra M is a HIO-factor. From 4.10) we may obtain that

exp - i1q Hence we get the following
� (q - 1T 

Theorem 5.1. A von Neumann algebra M corresponding to the unordered phase of the

Potts model (5. 1) on a Cayley tree Z's a factor of type Iffp, where exp

Remark. If q = 2 the considered Potts model stands the Ising model, del anal-

ogous results were obtained in 9 For a class of inhornogeneous Potts model similar result was

also obtained in [11].

5.2 SOS model

In this subsection we consider SOS (Solid-on Solid) model on a Cayley tree. In the case of

cubic lattice it was analyzed in 25]. The interest in these models is motivated by applications,

in particular in the theory of communication networks[26]. The Hamiltonian of SOS model is

written as

H (a) J o (x - (y) (5.3)
<xy>

where J G R and before cr(x) G ( = 771,---,77q}- It is clear that for this model the function A
q-1has the form A(x, y; J) Jjx - yj where x, y E R Rom 2.1) we get

0, if j

A (1j, 77j; J _Jvx��, if (5.4)
q-

We note that from 5.4) and 3.3*) it is easy to see that for the SOS model our assumption

A is satisfied. Therefore there exists a unordered phase. From 5.4) we get that fraction

A (77i,,qj; J - A 7., 71; J)

A(?7k,'qp J - A7.,77v; J)

can take ±1 and values. Hence according to theorem 43 von Neumann algebra M is a IIIP-

factor. From the proof of the theorem 43( to be precise from 4.10)) we can find the value of

e.
r2 q

O=exp 

Thus we can state the following

Theorem 5.2. A von Neumann algebra M corresponding to the unordered phase of SOS

model 5.3) on a Cayley tree is a factor of type IIIO, where exp q-
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5.3 Example

Rom above the considered models there arises a question: will a von Neumann algebra corre-

sponding to the unordered phase of every -model, be factor of type IIIq for some q E (0, 1)?

The next example shows that this answer to the question is no.

Example. We define a function AT, y; J) as follows:

A 71, 771) = In J

A 711, i2 = A 72 71 = n(JV2)

A(771,M = A(M,771) = In(1.5J-\,f2)

A('q2,773) = InA(M,772) = ln((1 - 0.5v,'2)J) (5.5)

A(M,772) = In(2Jv2)

A(M,773) = n(l.5jv�'2),

here J > 0. For thus defined A(x, y; J) function we may consider the corresponding A-model on

the Cayley tree with spin values in 4). From (5.5) one easily verifies that the assumption A is

satisfied. Hence the unordered phase exists. From (5.5) it is not hard to check that the fraction

in theorem 43 takes an irrational value, hence again by this theorem 43 a von Neumann algebra

M is a factor of type III1.
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